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232 SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS 

since these four lines have already been considered in the paragraph above. Thus 
the planes intersect three by three at I, taken 16 times. Similarly each of the 
seven ex-centers is determined 16 times. For instance a', b', f ', c, d, e' intersect 
at E6. These six planes determine the point E6 16 times and four lines AE6, BE6, 
CE6, DE6, already considered above. This gives us then 8 points each repeated 
16 times or 128 more of the 220 points. 

Twelve points remain to be located. Now e intersects a and a' at a point on 
AB equidistant from two faces of the tetrahedron. And e' intersects a and a' at 
a second point on AB equidistant from the same two faces. Similarly there are 
two points on each of the six edges in which three planes intersect. This gives 
the remaining 12 points, each determined once. 

The 220 points, then, are four vertices, each 16 times; an in-center and 7 
ex-centers each 16 times; 2 points on each of the 6 edges; and four straight lines 
from each of the four vertices to the in-center and ex-centers, these centers lying 
in pairs on these lines, 16 lines in all. Total 204 points and 16 lines. The figure 
shows these points and lines, except the 12 points, 2 on each edge. 

434. Proposed by CLIFFORD N. MILLS, Bloomington, Ind. 

ABC is any triangle with sides, a, b, c. Prove by purely geometrical methods that the area 
A =s(s- a) (s-b)(s - c), wheres = Y2(a + b +c). 

SOLUTION BY E. E. WHITFORD, New York City. 

Lay off AG = AB, draw GB, draw CDIIGB meeting AB prolonged at D. 
Through the middle point F of GB draw AE meeting CD in E. Draw FH through 
K, the mid-point of GC, meeting CE prolonged at H. With K as center and 
KF as radius describe circle. AE is I to GB and CD, KF || to CB and 
HF = CB. H and E are on the circumference. 

A 

F B 

C E D 

AABC= AADC- ABDC= CE *AE-CE * EF= CE- AF. 

By similar A's, CE: AE GF: AF. Hence CE * AF = AE * GF = AE * HC, 

AABC = FICE AF ICE * AF = fCE * AF %AE * HC, 

AABC= ICE AF * AE *HC= X(AF * AE) (CE * HC), 

AABC = I(AJ AL) * (CL * CJ) = iIs(s - c)(s - a) (s - b). 
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For AJ= AK+ KJ= '(AC+ AG)+ KF= lb+ ?c+ ?la= s, AL=AJ-JL 

= s- a, CL= GJ= AJ- AG= s-c, CJ= AJ- AC= s-b. 

This solution is based on Legendre. 
Also solved by J. L. RILEY. 

435. Proposed by R. M. MATHEWS, Riverside, Calif. 

From a fixed point A perpendiculars are dropped to the tangents drawn to a circle whose 
center is 0. Prove that the locus of the feet of the perpendiculars is a limagon. 

SOLUTION BY WALTER C. EELLS, U. S. Naval Academy. 

Let a be the radius of the circle, and let distance OA be c. Take x-axis 
through 0 and A and y-axis through 0 1 OA. Then the equation of the circle 
iS X2 + y2 = a2, and that of all tangents to it with the slope m is 

y = mx i a _I1 + M2. (1) 

The equation of all lines through A I to the system of lines given by (1) is 

1 
y =- (x-c). (2) 

Transforming to new origin at A by equations x = x' + c, y = y' and dropping 
primes, equations (1) and (2) become 

y = m(x+c)4WaJ1+m2, (3) 

? 1= --X. (4) 
y 

Eliminating the parameter m by substituting (4) in (3), clearing of fractions, 
transposing and squaring, we have the well-known equation 

(X2 + y2 + cX)2 = a2(X2 + y2), 

representing the three standard forms of the lima9on, according as c <, =, >, a 

i. e., according as A is within, on, or without the circle. 
Also solved by J. W. CLAWSON, S. W. REAVES, ELIJAH SWIFT, A. M. HARDING, DANIEL 

KRETH, C. N. SCHMALL, HORACE OLSON, and the PROPOSER. 

CALCULUS. 

Additional solutions were received too late for the June issue from J. L. RILEY for 335, and 
from A. M. HARDING and J. W. CLAWSON for 345. 

346. Proposed by C. N. SCUIMALL, New York City. 

Give the height of an inclined plane, to determine its length so that a given force acting on 
a given mass parallel to the plane may draw it up in the shortest time. 
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